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Operations with data in business, data analysis and generation of conclusions represent a key task. 
Working on the year plan during the last quarter of 2017, we have summarized a VSP data array and generated a unified 
structure of the company sales activities covering the period from 2002 up to 2017. VSP has been in operation since 1996, 
and should it be necessary, the scope of data could have been extended additionally. But given that starting with 2002 the 
company switched on to a new reporting standard, which we are keeping in line with in its basic elements up till now, there 
was quite enough available data for the defined period (2002-2017). As a result we have got an extensive base for analysis 
and for an interesting research. The conclusions provided a foundation for the company to verify some of the plans for 
business development, so the time dedicated to work through the information was not wasted.

(1) VSP placed over 8400 orders with 10 main suppliers and partners-manufacturers:

1. MTL (including Atlantic Scientific products as well);
2. RTK;
3. Emerson (including Solartron products as well);
4. Parker Hannifin;
5. Faure Herman;
6. Serck Controls;
7. SSD Drives;
8. Extec;
9. Intertec;
10. Eurotherm.

(2) 44 - the figure constitutes a monthly average number (2002 — 2017) of projects placed with manufacturers.
A minimum number of placed projects for the period was in 2004 - one of the months showing 1 order.
July 2012 - for 96 projects orders were placed with VSP partners-manufacturers.
In 2002 a monthly average of orders placed amounted to 18,75.

(3) The total amount of orders placed with manufacturers exceeds 53M USD.

(4) The most efficient business line of VSP operation for 15 years is Faure Herman showing 71% efficiency!
The least efficient business line of the company is Extec and Serck Controls with 9% resulting efficiency for the period under
analysis.
It is worth mentioning that VSP stopped cooperation with Faure Herman, Extec and Serck Controls long ago.

(5) One of the most fast growing VSP business lines is cooperation with a long-term partner-manufacturer Eurotherm.
The company is demonstrating a confident positive development trend on Eurotherm business line.

(6) MTL intrinsically safe solutions and Parker Hannifin instrumentation products - both business lines are responsible for
over 50% of the whole VSP business. Herewith the number of placed orders for Parker Hannifin is responsible for 41% off
the total number of orders on Parker Hannifin and MTL business lines.

(7) An average margin index on 2002 projects constituted 44K USD, while the peak margin for a month was reached in
December 2013 with the margin of 284К USD.



As of today VSP is actively cooperating with the following key partners progressing with the partnerships which have been 
started many years ago, as well as developing relationships with new manufacturers: Eaton Electric (earlier MTL 
Instruments), Parker Hannifin, Eurotherm, Emerson, WIKA. 
Year to year the situation is dynamically changing, both from the point of view of internal priorities and business development 
focus, as well as in the context of a global economic situation. The latter showing some uncertainty lately, though heading for 
a positive dynamics.
In any case, if the team of professionals views its mission as delivering some real value for the customer as a result of its 
operation, such a company may count on a long-term business development and success. Figures, statistics and analysis 
must serve as an objective evaluation indicator of business situation and its future potential.
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